Dear Assembly,

As we approach the Reading Week, we have a few updates to share with you:

1. Peer Support Fair
   Unfortunately, the Peer Support Fair was cancelled in mid-January due to timing conflicts and financial concerns. Should you have any questions, please direct them to Alex Wilson, as he was the project coordinator.

2. Social Media & Constituent Outreach
   In first semester, as a caucus, we had planned to release a monthly vlog to update our constituents on our individual projects, but due to the very high workload of the current Communications Officer, the first video we filmed has still yet to be edited and can no longer be used.

   Moreover, like most Assembly members, we have had difficulty meeting our constituents during our outreach hours. This semester, we have moved our locations to the Student Centre with the hope that the large atrium will attract more student traffic. However, we will also be posting google forms/surveys (on our personal pages and Nursing page) that open the Friday before SRA Meetings. Students will have the opportunity to anonymously share their opinion on topics to be discussed during meetings. We will also continue to share abridged meeting minutes through the Nursing page.

3. Feedback Survey
   Angela’s personal project centres on transparency and communication within the Nursing program. The survey is currently being drafted and will be addressing five main topics: nursing-specific student space (the “Hole-in-the-Wall”), communication, volunteer/employment opportunities, course packages, and the effect of program changes.

4. Collaboration with MUNSS
   Meetings now occur on Monday nights and so, I plan to sit in at least one meeting per month.

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask!

Best,

Kayla Enriquez
BScN Level III (Mac stream)

Nursing Caucus Leader
McMaster Students Union
sranursing@msu.mcmaster.ca